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FSC

Daikin’s unique position as a manufacturer of air 
conditioning equipment, compressors and refrigerants 
has led to its close involvement in environmental issues. 
For several years Daikin has had the intention to become 
a leader in the provision of products that have limited 
impact on the environment. This challenge demands 
the eco design and development of a wide range 
of products and an energy management system, 
resulting in energy conservation and a reduction of 
waste. 
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The present leaflet is drawn up by way of information only and does not 
constitute an offer binding upon Daikin Europe N.V.. Daikin Europe N.V. has 
compiled the content of this leaflet to the best of its knowledge. No express or 
implied warranty is given for the completeness, accuracy, reliability or fitness 
for particular purpose of its content and the products and services presented 
therein. Specifications are subject to change without prior notice. Daikin Europe 
N.V. explicitly rejects any liability for any direct or indirect damage, in the broadest 
sense, arising from or related to the use and/or interpretation of this leaflet.  
All content is copyrighted by Daikin Europe N.V.

Daikin Europe N.V. participates in the Eurovent 
Certification programme for Air conditioners (AC), 
Liquid Chilling Packages (LCP), Fan coil units (FCU) 
and Air handling units (AHU). Check ongoing validity 
of certificate online: www.eurovent-certification.com 
or using: www.certiflash.com
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Climate Comfort
all Seasons

Heating

air Conditioning

Applied Systems

refrigeration

Air handling units
AiR FLOw RATE 500 - 30,000 m3/h

D-AHU Easy

ECPEN11-801

Size width mm Height mmAir Flow Rate (m3/h)
Speed 2.5 m/s

Pre-defined SizeS

1 1,105 850 550

2 1,550 900 600

3 1,980 950 650

4 2,600 1,100 780

5 3,170 1,150 780

6 3,550 1,150 800

7 4,000 1,250 800

8 4,800 1,300 800

9 5,560 1,350 900

10 6,600 1,550 900

11 7,950 1,550 1,100

12 9,320 1,650 1,100

13 10,050 1,650 1,150

14 13,200 1,850 1,400

15 19,200 2,100 1,500

Air Flow Rate (m³/h)
Speed 2.5 m/s width mm Height mm

15,000 1,700 1,500

“Infinitely” variable sizes: an example



optimized air face velocity
Automatic dimensioning of section in order to guarantee an 
optimal air face velocity on coils and optimized unit cost.

internal surface
Completely smooth internal surface

Variable dimensioning™
Thanks to the exclusive Variable Dimensioning™ design method, 
clients will always enjoy an efficient and optimized dimensioning 
of the units.

Construction
The exclusive fixing method used for panels and profiles will 
ensure an uniform pressure on the whole profile length. That 
feature will improve significantly the air leakage rate.

autocad drawings
AutoCAD drawings (.dwg) immediately available with ASTRA 
selection software with both standard and non standard size, 
this will ease AHU integration within job site allocated space.

all the units were developed to provide 

maximum flexibility in order to achieve 

highest level of comfort. a wide choice 

of components associated to tailor made 

air Handling Unit design will always 

provide a solution at the level of your 

highest expectations. 

Panel assembly fanBase frame

TECHNiCAL CHOiCES

 TO AiM  

HigHEST 
COMFORT 
LEVEL 

delivery lead time
Same delivery lead-time for both standard and customized 
units thanks to our exclusive design and production software 
MECCANO.

Special gaskets
Utilization of special gasket will ensure internal insulation of the
profiles and will help to improve the thermal bridging factor.

Panels
Hot injected Polyurethane panels to achieve excellent 
performance in terms of thermal insulation.

Panel performance
Daikin polyurethane panels guarantee an excellent performance 
in terms of thermal insulation. For instance Daikin DS 25 
perform the same as mineral wool panel of 50 mm thickness. 
while Daikin DS 50 will match the thermal performance of a 
mineral wool panel of 90 mm panel thickness

SOFTwARE
ASTRA is the powerful software package developed to offer a 

quick and comprehensive service for the customer, in order to 

make the proper technical choice and economic evaluation 

of each AHU. ASTRA is an extreme flexible and user friendly 

software that allow our clients to design and select AHU 

utilizing a wide range of accessories. Thanks to the Variable 

Dimensioning™ approach the software optimises the section 

area in order to design the AHU to meet the air flow required 

and to get the optimum face velocity. This feature helps the 

clients to match precisely their needs and not waste money 

for an oversized AHU (when just standard sizes are available).

MECCANO is another powerful software tool to quickly convert 

the offer to an executable order: i.e., technical drawings, 

executive drawings for the production and bill of material.

D-AHU EASy
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Continual climatic changes caused by the well known issues affecting the environment on a global 

scale, make comfort conditions and air quality inside buildings today more important than ever, to 

ensure people’s health and well-being. ideal comfort comes from appropriately controlled temperature, 

humidity and quality of air introduced into room spaces, that is to say the ability to ensure comfort 

conditions based on the intended use of the space. for these reasons, in an air conditioning system, the 

air handling units (aHU) have to be versatile in order to suit the treatment needs for the spaces available 

for their installation. 

daikin is able to achieve and optimize all of this. our aHUs are based on a completely modular design, 

capable of adapting to the needs of a variety of installation types. the design on which the daikin aHUs 

are based enables, while maintaining the constructive technology and philosophy, to configure aHUs 

suitable for comfort cooling/heating applications.

OPTiMAL CONDiTiONS THROUgH 
TAiLOR MADE SOLUTiONS

RANgE
A wide standard range covers air flow rates from 500 m3/h up to 

30,000 m3/h, with the possibility to choose the most appropriate 

coil face velocity, depending on the treatment required. in 

addition, with the same air flow, the flow section (width x height) 

can be adapted to the dimensional constraints of the installation. 

All sizes are modularly constructed to facilitate transport and 

easy assembly on site. with the absence of any welding 

points the AHU units, on request, can be supplied completely 

dismantled to allow assembly directly on site.

 › Pre-defined sizes 

Fifteen (15) fixed sizes optimized to reach the 

best compromise between competitiveness and 

manufacturing standardization.

 › “infinitely” variable sizes 

Designed to overcome installation constraints 

where space requirements of the section “width 

x height” must adapt to the available space.  

The system gives the possibility to tailor the unit 

sizes through increments/decrements of 5 cm.
AHU N°: 11.05.003
Range: D-AHU

6.600 (m3/h) (Speed 2.5m/s)

10.050


